In thie paper,w ed escribe a proposal for formalizing data flowd iagrams through extended Petri nets. We illustrate the usefulness of the approach by describing howi tc an be used to analyse the consistencyofrequirements specifications.
INTRODUCTION
Quite a number of tools have been proposed under the name of structured analysis and design. Examples are data flowd iagrams [7, 8, 35] ,J ackson structure diagrams, Jackson structure text [9] , system specification diagrams, system implementation diagrams [10] , Warnier/Orr diagrams [17] and structure charts [36] . Theyare widely accepted by software engineering professionals because of the top down nature of the methodologies and the graphical nature of the tools [3] . Theye nable practitioners to visualize the target systems and to communicate with users much more easily than traditional methods. Unfortunately,s tructured systems development has still remained a manual method, due to the fact that there is no theoretical foundation behind the tools. As eries of studies [27, 29, 28, 30, 31] are being made to define such theoretical foundations.
Amongst the structured analysis tools, data flowd iagrams have become the most popular [2] . Theyh av e ag raphical representation with only a fewp rimitivesa nd concepts. Ac omplexs ystem specification can be decomposed into a modular and hierarchical structure which is easily comprehensible. Because of the lack of a formal framework, however, only a couple of automated aids [6, 11] have been developed to support its use. In this paper,w es hall describe a proposal for formalizing data flowd iagrams through extended Petri nets. We shall illustrate the usefulness of the approach by describing howitcan be used to analyse the consistencyofrequirements specifications.
REASONS FOR CHOOSING PETRI NETS
In order to remedy the defects of informality in the structured analysis tools, an attempt is made to add a mathematical structure to data flowd iagrams. Petri net is found to be an appropriate model in this respect because of the following reasons:
(a) Petri nets can be represented both graphically and algebraically.T he graphical representation closely resembles data flowd iagrams. Transitions and places of Petri nets correspond, respectively,toprocesses and data flows of DFD's. A subnet concept is also supported, so that a hierarchical representation of a system at various levels of abstraction can be created in a manner similar to that of DFD's. Parallelism is supported and irrelevant processing sequence can be ignored to allowfreedom in design and implementation.
(b) The algebraic representation of Petri nets, on the other hand, provides a theoretical basis for the analysis of a specification. The concepts of tokens and markings, not found in anyo ther model, provide an excellent means of analysing the behavioural properties of target systems.
(c) Surveysi n [ 5, 4, 12, 13] reveal that Petri nets servea sa ne xcellent tool for systems design and testing because of their rich formalism. Theya re, however, not acceptable as a systems analysis tool because users find them difficult to understand. If the user-friendliness of data flowdiagrams is added to Petri nets, the resulting specification language will have assets in both aspects.
The concept of Petri nets has been applied in other projects on the design of system specification tools. Examples are IML-inscribed predicate/transition nets [22] , abstract process nets [14, 15] and EDDA [ 25] . The present project differs from the others in the use of DeMarco data flowdiagrams as the user interface, and the application of special consistencya nalyses on the resulting language to safeguard the correctness of a specification.
Abrief description of Petri nets will be giveninthe appendix. More details can be found in [1, 18, 19, 21] .
FORMAL DATA FLOWDIAGRAMS (FDFD)
Our specification language -Formal Data FlowDiagrams (FDFD) -provide data flowdiagrams with a theoretical framework through extended Petri nets. As pointed out in [32] , ar equirements specification language should be graphics based and augmented by a symbolic description which is in one-to-one correspondence with the graphics. Moreover, a symbolic description is more easily input into an automated system for analysis and maintenance. Hence we define FDFD in twoe quivalent forms -graphic and symbolic. The graphical representation retains the user-friendly advantages of the original data flowd iagrams. The symbolic representation makes use of the algebraic foundation of Petri nets. It also has a formal syntax so that it can be processed easily by a computer.T he one-toone correspondence between the graphics and symbolic representations enables consistencya nd traceability between the two. It also enhances the maintainability of the specification.
An FDFD consists of twotypes of primitive elements -data flows and tasks. Theycorrespond to data flows and processes, respectively,ofanordinary data flowdiagram.
To avoid ambiguities in a specification, we require that the relationships among input/output data flows for anyg iv ent ask must be defined explicitly.T heya re described by the operators ''and'' and ''or'' (or '' * '' and ''+'' inthe graphical representation). The ''and'' connector of data flowdiagrams fits well with Petri nets, because the latter assumes an ''and'' operation on places connected to a transition. The ''or'' problem can be solved by extending the Petri net model to include input and output logic functions, as discussed below. • D is the set of data flows.
• T ={t 1 , t 2 ,..., t n }, where n ≥ 1, is a finite set of tasks.
• D and T are disjoint.
• I: T → E and O: T → E are functions which map tasks to data flowe xpressions. I is called the input logic function and O the output logic function.
The graphical representation of a sample FDFD and its symbolic equivalent are shown in Figure 1 .
To model the behaviour of a system overtime, we have also incorporated the notions of token and firing from Petri nets into FDFD. Tokens can be placed in the data flows of an FDFD. The presence of a token means that input through a givend ata flowi sr eady for a task. A marking of an FDFD is defined as a set of tokens assigned to its data flows. It indicates the state of a system represented by the FDFD at a certain point in time. Mathematically,i ti saf unction u: D → N from the set of data flows D of an FDFD to the set of non-negative integers N.G iv ena nF DFD G and a marking u,w e shall call the ordered couple M =(G, u)amarked FDFD.
The marking can be changed by the execution of one or more tasks. Atask is said to be executable if a combination of data flows satisfying its input logic function contains at least one token each, or in other words, a combination of data satisfying the input logic is available. After the execution of a task, one token is removedf rom each of the input data flows, and newt okens are placed in a combination of data flows satisfying the output logic function. Am arking v is said to be reachable from another marking u if there exists a sequence of executions that changes u into v.
These dynamic elements will provide the basis for analysing the dynamic behaviour of the system. The analysis will help to detect problems which may not otherwise be apparent in the static model, such as deadlocks or tasks that will neverbeactivated.
CONSISTENCY ANALYSES
To demonstrate the feasibility of the language, a specification system based on FDFD has been implemented. Details of the specification system can be found in [20] .
One important area in the analysis of a requirements specification is consistency. Consistency analysis will provide information on the completeness and correctness of a requirements specification. In addition, if consistencyb etween different decomposition levels in a hierarchical specification is maintained, it will also reduce the amount of effort required in systems design and maintenance. Following the line of [5, 4, 16] ,w es hall discuss in this section three types of consistencya nalyses useful for requirements specifications. Theya re global consistency, structural consistencya nd behavioural consistency. Weshall illustrate howtheycan be achievedthrough FDFD.
Global Consistency Analysis
Before we concentrate on the consistencya nalysis at each abstraction level, we must makes ure that the specification as a whole is defined as a hierarchical structure. Decomposition should not be done recursively,a si llustrated in Figure 2 . Otherwise, not only is the resulting specification confusing to users, but some non-primitive elements may in fact remain undefined. We shall refer to this type of consistencychecking as global consistency analysis.
The decomposition of a task into a hierarchyofsubtasks can be regarded as the creation of directed graphs whose vertices represent data/tasks and whose edges represent parent-child relationships between data/tasks. Ap artial ordering would result and the corresponding directed graph should contain no cycle. The presence of anycycle would imply recursive decomposition. This is illustrated in the last part of Figure 2 .
Our algorithm for the detection of cycles is as follows: The directed graph can be represented by an adjacencym atrix A.T he entry A(i, j)h as a value of 1 if there is an edge from vertex i to vertex j, and 0 otherwise. From this adjacencymatrix, we can compute its corresponding path matrix P,where the entry P(i, j)h as a value of 1 if there is a path from vertex i to vertex j,a nd 0 otherwise. Hence, P(i, i)=1will indicate the presence of one or more cycles passing through i.
The path matrix P can be computed from the adjacencymatrix A by using the Warshall algorithm [26] :
We can then determine whether or not the hierarchycontains cycles by simply inspecting the diagonal of P.A ny such cycle, if exists, can be located systematically from the original adjacencymatrix.
In addition, the precedence analyser developed in [33, 34] can be applied to the adjacencym atrix to generate useful reports for further analyses of the specification.
Structural Consistency Analysis
In order to spell out the details of a task in a data flowd iagram, it can be redrawn as subtasks in another data flowdiagram. One important principle to bear in mind is the balancing rule in structured analysis [7] :a ny data flowe ntering or leaving a parent bubble must be be represented on the lower leveldiagram by the same data flowinto or out of some child bubble(s). Weshall refer to this rule as structural consistency.
Before we spell out the conditions for structural consistency, wem ust define the concepts of external input and output data flows. Givena nF DFD G,a n external input data flow is defined as a data floww hich is an input to some task in G butn ot an output to anyt ask in G.T he set of all external input data flows of G will be denoted by ext − input(G). The set ext − output(G)o f external output data flows is similarly defined. The example in Figure 3 shows a violation of structural consistency.
An algorithm has been developed for finding ext − input(G 1 )a nd ext − output(G 1 ). It is summarized as follows:
(1) Let t 1 , t 2 ,..., t n be the tasks of G 1 .R elate each t i with a data transformation of the form
where L(t i )=I(t i )and R(t i )=O(t i ). Hence represent G 1 by a combined transformation 
(4) For every transformation of the form (9) Combine all the transformations into a single transformation by converting
(10) Let L → R be the resulting transformation. Then
It is assumed in the above algorithm that G 1 is a connected net. If this were not the case, the parent FDFD should be redefined so that all the tasks are connected by data flows.
Behavioural Consistency Analysis
Besides checking consistencies among the static properties of a system, we must also ensure that the dynamic properties are preserved during the decomposition of an FDFD. This will be known as behavioural consistency analysis.
As discussed in Section 3, the dynamic behaviour of a system overtime is modelled by the notion of token and firing. Am arking of an FDFD represents a state of the system. It reflects the data available for transformation and the tasks to be executed next. Changes in markings via the execution of tasks portray the changes in the states of the system overtime and hence the dynamic behaviour.
Let G be an FDFD and let U(G)b et he set of all its markings. We define the external input markings as the set of all markings such that only external input data flows contain tokens. More formally,
Similarly,wedefine the external output markings as the set of all markings such that only output data flows contain tokens, or
Givenamarking u in ext − input − mark(G), we define the final markings,or final − mark (G, u) , as the set of markings which are reachable from u buthav e no potential for further execution.
Let t 0 be a task in G and let G′ be the newFDFD formed from G by decomposing t 0 into subtasks. Let G 0 be the FDFD formed by the task t 0 and its associated data flows. Top reserveb ehavioural characteristics, it is necessary that, for every external input marking of G 0 ,b oth G and G′ reach the same set of final markings.
We note also that, whereas the final marking of the original G will only have tokens in the external input/output data flows, this may not be the case for G′.T ocomplete the conditions for behaviourally consistency, therefore, we require that all the final markings of G′ must be external output markings only.
More formally,the decomposition of G into G′ will be behaviourally consistent if and only if:
(a) The decomposition is structurally consistent.
The example in Figure 4 shows a violation of behavioural consistency.
In order to detect anyv iolation of these conditions, we need to introduce the concepts of reachability sets and reachability trees. Givena m arked FDFD (G, u), we define the reachability set R(G, u)asthe set of all markings which are reachable from the present marking u.T hen we have:
Since there may be infinitely manypaths leading from the marking u,wemust find a systematic way of finding the final markings. We shall follow [ 19] and construct a reachability tree,which is a finite representation of the relationships in a reachability set. The nodes of the tree represent markings reachable from u.T he branches represent the paths leading from one marking to another through the execution of tasks. The leavesofthe tree can be one of the following:
•T erminal nodes, which represent markings with no potential for further execution.
•D uplicated nodes, which also appear elsewhere in the tree and hence their successors need not be shown again.
An example of the reachability tree of a marked formal data flowdiagram is giveninFigure 5.
To identify anyv iolation of behavioural consistency, wes hould construct the reachability trees of G and G′ for every marking u in ext − input − mark(G 0 ). Wec an then locate the terminal nodes, which correspond to the final markings. Anyd iscrepancyf rom condition (b) above can therefore be detected.
COMPARISON WITH RELATED WORKS
In most of the other system specification tools based on Petri nets, such as in IML-inscribed predicate/transition nets and abstract process nets, the existing formalisms in Petri nets are extended to incorporate newc oncepts that are necessary in describing a system. As pointed out in [4, 12, 13] , however, practitioners are rather hesitant to use such tools which involvea nu nfamiliar formal language. EDDAand our FDFD, on the other hand, are attempts to incorporate the concepts in Petri nets into existing systems analysis tools such as SADT [23, 24] and DeMarco data flowd iagrams. Theyare therefore more acceptable by practising systems analysts.
Although the approaches taken by EDDAa nd FDFD are similar,t he choice of coupling EDDA with SADT may complicate the issue, because not every one of the 40 features of SADT has a Petri net counterpart. Even if we can extend the Petri net notions to incorporate all the SADT features, the number of concepts involved will be a definite hindrance to user understanding.
CONCLUSION
We hav e provided data flowd iagrams with a formal foundation through extended Petri nets. We have dev eloped a specification language which is both comprehensible to users and analysable by computers. The resulting language, known as formal data flowdiagrams (FDFD), has twoequivalent representations -a graphical form similar to standard data flowd iagrams, as well as a symbolic form. Based on the formal foundation, analyses of the requirements specification can be made on such areas as global consistency, structural consistencyand behavioural consistency. 
APPENDIX ABrief Summary of Petri Nets
A Petri net is a directed bipartite graph consisting of twotypes of nodes -places and transitions. Algebraically,itisdefined as a 4-tuple C =(P, T, I, O)such that:
• P ={p 1 , p 2 ,..., p n }, where n ≥ 1, is a finite set of places.
• T ={t 1 , t 2 ,..., t m }, where m ≥ 1, is a finite set of transitions.
• P and T are disjoint.
• I: T → 2 P and O: T → 2 P ,where 2 P denote the power set of P,are functions which map transitions to sets of places. I is called the input function and O the output function.
In the graphical representation, places are represented by circles and transitions by bars, as illustrated in Figure 6 . This graphical model describes the static properties of a system.
The notions of tokens and firing are used to model system dynamics. Tokens,each represented by ad ot, can be defined inside the places of a Petri net. Ap lace can contain anyn umber of tokens. A transition is said to be enabled if each of its input places contains at least one token. A transition can be fired if and only if it has been enabled. During the firing of a transition, one token is removedfrom each of its input places and one token is deposited into each of its output places. An example is shown in Figure 7 .
The assignment of a set of tokens to the places of a Petri net is known as a marking of the net. Formally,i ti sd efined as a function u: P → N from the set of places P to the set of non-negative integers N.Amarking v is said to be reachable from another marking u if there exists a sequence of executions that changes u into v.G iv enaP etri net C and a marking u,w ec all the ordered couple M =(C, u)amarked Petri net.
APetri net is an uninterpreted mathematical model, in the sense that we can assign anymeaning to the states, transitions, tokens or markings. We can, for example, assign meanings to these concepts through formal data flowdiagrams as shown in the main paper. 
